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the right piece of'property? < •

(laughter) ' N . .

We're talking about the region. So, they didn't know at the time, that

is interesting story to note that before the Cherokees moved to this

region, this property, most of it owned ttie land. The Osage: the Federal

Government^ moved the Osage out in the l8--late 1718-19, 1819, this •;,.
*

period—to make room for the Cherokees, and it's quite an interesting

story ^hat have been brought back to their own home in 1873 during the

time of our Indian removal a number of the small tribes. Now, as far

-• *

as the Cherokee lands that we call the Cherokee Outlets—in other words,

only a part of that, will be occupied as you can see by smaller tribes.

As you can see the same color as here and here, but in between you'll

have a number of small tribe. We won't have time to cover that part.

Now, the period of the"187O's, I'm going by ten year periods. I'm never

going to make it* Marty, I don't l(laughter) ' *

"SECOND" TRAIL OF TEARS (PERIOD OF 187Q'S) '

In the period of the 1870's, we might call the second Trail of Tears,

for this simple reason that, tribes will be moved not only from Kansas

and Nebraska, and the story, a moment ago, but will be removed from, as

far w st as California. So, what happens in the decade of period of the

1870's. See all these different colors here on the map? In other words,

that's what all happened in the 1870's. Tribes will be moved in. I

believe, someone has said %he present time sixty-eight---
-\

(Interruption--End of Side One)

(Side Two Is Blank for About Three Minutes)

tribes in some of the surrounding western states that we will move the


